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Moving Wave. Your brain tells you one thing, you eyes tell you another. ! What is an Optical
Illusion? Optical Illusions can use color, light and patterns to create images that can be
deceptive or misleading to our brains. A combination of color, our perception and the structure of
our eyes can result in some interesting optical illusions. Here are some examples.
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An in depth explanation of Optical Illusions also known as Visual Illusions. An optical illusion
(also called a visual illusion) is characterized by visually. These optical illusions for TEENs
help them in increasing concentration power and sharpen their focus. Though these optical
illusions are for TEENs, but adults will. Cube Shadows Do the cubes increase in height? Click
the image to change the shadows. All Illusions 192 optical illusions to perplex your brain and
beffudle your senses.
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An Intriguing After Image. Forget about the face on the piece of toast - you can see this one right
here! These optical illusions for TEENs help them in increasing concentration power and
sharpen their focus. Though these optical illusions are for TEENs, but adults will.
An optical illusion is a way of tricking the brain to see something that may not be there. The
human brain puts images .
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An in depth explanation of Optical Illusions also known as Visual Illusions. An optical illusion
(also called a visual illusion) is characterized by visually.
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Check out our fun optical illusions! These are always fun for TEENs. Be amazed by these cool
optical illusions and check out the rest of our fun activities for TEENs at.
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An in depth explanation of Optical Illusions also known as Visual Illusions. An optical illusion
(also called a visual illusion) is characterized by visually. Optical Illusions. Check out these
awesome optical illusions and enjoy a range of cool pictures that trick the brain. Your eyes will
deceive you when you look at what.
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An optical illusion is a way of tricking the brain to see something that may not be there. The
human brain puts images .
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These optical illusions for TEENs help them in increasing concentration power and sharpen
their focus. Though these optical illusions are for TEENs, but adults will.
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3) Make an optical illusion book (or display), using some of the pages from Rob's worksheets and
some which TEENren . Be amazed by these cool optical illusions and check out the rest of our
fun activities for TEENs at All TEENs Network!.
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the brain's role in vision and enjoy some famous optical illusions.. Download and photocopy 30
student worksheets. Find out what you know about the types of optical illusions with an
interactive, multiple-choice quiz and a printable .
These optical illusions for TEENs help them in increasing concentration power and sharpen
their focus. Though these optical illusions are for TEENs, but adults will.
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